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Lithium battery transport regulations have changed

January 15th ,2003

In line with Saft’s commitment to putting our customers at the heart of our business, it is our
duty to inform our customers and business partners about the recent implementation of
significant changes relating to the regulations governing the transport of lithium cells and
batteries.

Please find below answers to some of the most frequently asked questions in this field.

1. To whom do these regulations apply ?

All those who ship lithium electrochemical cells and batteries, in bulk form, with or within equipment.

Saft itself, but also all battery assembly companies, OEMs, distributors, retailers, etc., dealing with lithium
products of all brands are concerned, since the one who ships is the one responsible for compliance with the
transport regulations.

The regulations apply to domestic and international shipments, whatever their mode (by land, sea or air).

2. Which products are covered by these transport regulations ?

Primary (non-rechargeable) lithium and rechargeable lithium-ion cells, as well as batteries assembled from such
cells.

3. Why these changes ?

Because the United Nations Sub-Committee of Experts on the Transport of Dangerous Goods that has the
authority to make recommendations relative to the transport of dangerous goods has decided, in December
2000, to make some updates.

These changes appear in print in the following two documents :

− Recommendations on the transport of dangerous goods – Model regulations 
12th Revised edition – 2001 – Ref. ST/SG/AC.10/1Rev. 12

− Recommendations on the transport of dangerous goods – Manuel of test and criteria
3rd Revised edition – 1999 – amended per Addendum 2 Annex 4 – Ref. ST/SG/AC.10/27Add.2
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The UN changes are incorporated in the latest editions of the official handbooks and codes that have been
recently released by the international bodies in charge of regulating transport modes :

− The International Air Transport Association (IATA). 
In accordance with the 2003-2004 Edition of the Technical Instructions of the International Civil
Aviation Association (ICAO), the IATA has recently issued the 44th Edition of its annual
«Dangerous Goods Regulations».

− The International Maritime Organization (IMO), has recently issued the 2002 Edition of its
«International  Maritime Dangerous Goods Code» (known as IMDG Code).

− The Inland Transport Committee of the Economic Commission for Europe has recently released the
2003 Edition of the «Restructured ADR» which is an European agreement concerning the international
carriage of dangerous goods by road.

Meanwhile, the US Department of Transport (DOT) which has authority for coordinating the air, sea, land
transportation of hazardous material within the USA, has not yet adopted the 12/00 UN changes in its
recently released Part 49 of the Code of Federal Regulations, (49 CFR Sections 100 to 185 Revised as of
October 1, 2002) of the US Hazardous Materials Regulations.

4. Which lithium products are not covered by the transport regulations ?

Three product categories can be mentioned.

According to IATA, «consumer electronic devices containing lithium or lithium-ion cells or batteries, such as
watches, calculating machines, cameras, cellular phones, lap-top computers, camcorders, etc., when carried
by air passengers or crew for personal use» are permitted in or as carry-on baggage or as checked baggage
or on one's person, without approval of the operator or pilot-in-command (and in unlimited number) as long as

− for lithium metal batteries, the lithium content is less than 2 grams,

− for lithium-ion batteries the «aggregate equivalent lithium content»* is less than 8 grams,

If the aggregate equivalent lithium content exceeds 8 g but not 25 g, the number of spare lithium-ion batteries
that can be carried is limited to 2 per person. Batteries containing more than 2 grams or 25 equivalent grams
of lithium cannot be carried by passengers aboard aircraft.

Prototypes shipped for testing purposes benefit from a modified transport procedure, whatever the
transportation mode considered  (see § 9).

Production runs not exceeding 100 units, also benefit, for sea and land transport within Europe, from a
modified transport procedure  (see § 10).

                                                     
* The «equivalent lithium metal content» of a lithium-ion battery is defined as 0.3 time the cumulative declared nominal capacity of
the component  cells within a given pack. For example, a pack that features five 4 Ah component cells, whatever assembled in
series or parallel, contains 5x4x0.3 = 6 grams of equivalent Lithium metal content.
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5. What has changed in the new transport regulations ?

There are mainly four areas where significant changes have been made:

− in order to assess their safety prior to first shipment, all lithium metal and lithium-ion cell and battery
types now need to be tested, whatever their size and «lithium metal» or «equivalent lithium metal»
content.

− the maximum lithium or equivalent lithium content up to which a product type can be declared  non-
restricted to transport has been changed. More precisely, all primary cell/battery types that contain
more than 1/2 grams of lithium metal and all lithium-ion cell/battery types that contain more than 1.5/8
grams equivalent lithium metal, will be restricted to transport, that is assigned to Class 9, even if they
pass the tests. 

− primary lithium products with liquid or solid cathodes are treated the same, 

− the testing procedure and criteria for success have been modified.

Note  The fact that a given cell type has been tested does not relieve the shipper from
testing a battery pack assembled from such component cells.

The UN Manual accepts that cells and batteries that differ from an already tested type by a
change of up to 0.1 gram or 20% by mass, whichever is greater, to the cathode, the anode, or
to the electrolyte, or by a change that would not materially affect the test results do not need
re-testing.

The UN Manual lists 8 types of tests (T1 to T8*) that have to be applied to undischarged or fully discharged
primary cell/battery samples, or samples cycled once or 50 times if they are rechargeable cells/batteries.

- Primary lithium cells with not more than 1 gram of lithium metal content,
- Rechargeable lithium-ion cells with not more than 1.5 gram of equivalent lithium metal content,
- Primary lithium batteries with not more than 2 grams of lithium metal content,
- Rechargeable lithium-ion batteries with not more than 8 grams of equivalent lithium metal content

that pass successfully the UN tests can be declared «non-restricted to transport».

Products with lithium contents exceeding the above limits and that also successfully pass the UN tests can just
be declared «restricted to transport». Taking into account the way hazardous materials are categorized by the
UN Committee, such «miscellaneous hazardous materials» are said to be «assigned to Class 9».

Products that fail any of the UN-defined transport tests can be transported «by special authorization» only, a
process that involves specific discussions with the local authorities in charge of transport in the country of
origin of the shipment. 

                                                     
* T1 : Altitude simulation – T2 : Thermal test – T3 : Vibration – T4 : Shock – T5 : External short circuit – T6 : Impact  

T7 : Overcuarge – T8 : Forced discharge.
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6. What are the practical consequences of being declared «restricted to
transport/assigned class 9» for lithium cells and batteries ?

Their transport is still possible, even onboard passenger aircraft. Some specific constraints are applicable at
the product design and packaging levels. The main ones, in general common to all the transportation modes,
are as following:

− battery packs containing cells or series of cells connected in parallel must be equipped with  effective
means as necessary to prevent dangerous reverse current flows (e.g.; diodes, fuses, etc.).

− each cell and battery must incorporate a safety venting device or be designed to preclude a violent
rupture under conditions normally experienced during transport.

− each cell and battery must be equipped with an effective means of preventing external short-circuits.

− cells and batteries must be packed in the inner packaging to effectively prevent short-circuits and to
prevent movement which could lead to short-circuits.

− cells and batteries must be packed in outer packaging, which meet the so-called "Packing Group II
performance standard" and has been appropriately tested.

− outer packaging must comply with specific Class 9 marking and labelling.

− a specific «Shipper's declaration for dangerous goods» has to be filled out for air and sea transport and
an «hazardous material tax» has to be paid for air transport.

− the information concerning the regulation have to be printed on the packing list for land transport.

− the gross mass of the package for bulk shipment and the quantity of lithium contained in transported
equipment should not exceed certain limits. These limits vary depending on mode of transportation: 

Table 1 – Gross mass limits for package according to the transportation mode

Air transport 
(IATA)

Sea transport
(IMO)

Road transport
In Europe (ADR)

Air/Road transport
In the USA (DOT)

Bulk shipment of
non-restricted

products 
30 kg max. 30 kg max. 30 kg max. No weight limit

Shipment of non-
restricted products

with equipment
No weight limit No weight limit No weight limit No weight limit

Bulk shipment of
Class 9 products

- 5 kg max.
for passenger aircraft

- 35 kg max.
for cargo aircraft

30 kg max. 30 kg max. No weight limit

Shipment of Class 9
products  

in equipment

- Not more than 
12/500 g of Li metal

per cell/battery
- Not more than 5 kg 

of Li battery per piece of
equipment

30 kg max. 30 kg max. No weight limit

Shipment of Class 9
products

with equipment

- 5 kg max. 
for passenger aircraft

- 35 kg max.
for cargo aircraft

No weight limit No weight limit No weight limit
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Note  Some express delivery companies do not carry Class 9 products.
A piece of equipment that contains Class 9 cells or batteries is also assigned to Class 9.

7. Are they any contraints for products that are declared non-restricted for transport ?

Packages containing more than 24 lithium/lithium-ion cells or 12 lithium/lithium-ion batteries, even if these
products are declared non-restricted for transport, must be able to withstand a 1.2 meter drop. The packages
(not exceeding 30 kg gross mass; see Table 1) must also bear a label mentioning that lithium products are
contained within, giving an emergency phone number and mandating that packaging damaged during transport
be quarantined, inspected and repacked. 

8. The specific case of transportation within the U.S.A.

The Research and Special Programs Administration (RSPA) which, within the US Department of
Transportation (DOT), oversees the transport of dangerous goods whatever their transportation mode (land,
sea, air) in the USA, has not yet taken into account the changes decided at the UN Committee level in
12/2000.

There are good reasons to believe that such a situation is transitory and a harmonization with the other
transport regulations due to come in the near future.

Meanwhile, this fact means that lithium cells/batteries shipments within the USA must follow a different pattern.

…to some extent only. It is accepted by RSPA-DOT that hazardous materials shipments prepared in
accordance with the IATA and maritime IMDG Code rules can continue their journey within the USA by aircraft,
motor vehicle or boat to their final destination without any additional constraint.

For the rest (US-made products shipped within the USA), the «old» UN methodology and testing procedure
remain applicable. Especially :

− differences between liquid and solid cathode products are maintained,

− the maximum lithium or equivalent lithium contents for avoiding the Class 9 assignment status
0.5/1 gram for liquid cathode primary cells/batteries, 1/2 g for solid cathode primary cells/batteries
and 1.5/8 equiv. g for lithium-ion cells/batteries.

− for liquid cathodes products, no testing is required below 0.5 g (cell) and 1 g (battery) Li content.
Between 0.5 and 5 g cell Li content and 1-25 battery Li content, testing is required and, if the
cells/batteries pass, they are given the non-restriction to transport status.
Above these limits, testing is also mandatory. If the tested products pass, they are given the 
restricted transport status.

− for lithium-ion products, no testing is required below 1.5 equiv. g (cell) and 8 equiv. g (battery) Li
content. Products above these limits need testing and, if passes, leads to restricted transport
status.

− the «old» UN manual testing procedure remains applicable. It is even accepted that «cells and
batteries which were first transported prior to January 1, 1995 and were assigned to Class 9 on
the basis of the (now obsolete) requirements in effect on October 1, 1993, may continue to be
transported in accordance with the applicable requirements in effect on October 1, 1993».
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Note  Because the RSPA-DOT requirements are bound to be harmonized in the near future with
IATA, IMO and ADR, it is Saft’s intention to test all its newly developed products according to the 2001
amended version of the UN Manual of tests and criteria mentioned in § 3.

9. The shipment of prototypes

Until now, the case of prototypes, pre-production items that need to be shipped for testing purposes, was
not mentioned in all of the transport regulations.

The new regulations now say the following:

− IMO and ADR : no pre-shipment testing is required but the items need individual packaging within
a Group I type outer packaging. There are no limits assigned to the number of prototypes that can
be shipped.

− IATA : no pre-shipment testing is required but the items need individual packaging within a
Group I type outer packaging. There are no limits assigned to the number of prototypes that can
be shipped but they must be packed with no more than 24 cells or 12 batteries per packaging. In
addition, the shipment must be approved by the appropriate authority of the State of origin.

− US-DOT : no pre-shipment testing is required. No individual packaging is requested. External
packaging can be of Group I or Group II type. There are no limits assigned to the number of
prototypes that can be shipped nor the size of the packaging. However, transport is restricted to
highway only.

Note  To cover the above variances, Saft will ship Class 9 untested pre-production prototypes for
testing purposes on the following basis :

- no more than 24/12 cells/battery packs per outer packaging,
- no limitation to the total number of items transported for a given shipment,
- each cell and battery to be individually packed in an inner packaging inside an outer

packaging,
- inside the USA : Group I or II outside packaging + transport by highway only,
- outside the USA : Group I outside packaging (metal drum), transport by truck, boat or

cargo aircraft with, in this latter case approval from the local authorities of the country of
shipment.

10. The shipment of production runs not exceeding 100 units

In compliance with the new UN Model regulations, the specific shipment of «short» production runs not
exceeding 100 units is mentioned for the first time by the IMO and ADR Transport Handbooks.
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Note  Saft will take advantage of such provisions to tranport Class 9 by surface freight (truck, rail or
boat), outside the USA, untested, short production runs consisting of no more than 100 cells or
batteries.
To comply with ADR and IMO regulations, each item shipped will be individually packed inside Group I
outer packaging.

For those who cannot accept the relative slow speed of truck/rail/boat shipment, the only option will be
to perform the transport testing of the products according to the UN Manual.

11. The shipment of discharged cells and batteries

Because the IATA and US-DOT forbid the shipment of discharged cells and batteries by air, their transport
(eventually for disposal and/or recycling purposes) will be by motor vehicle or boat only.

12. When do these transport regulation changes become applicable ?

The application dates and transition periods vary according to the transport mode considered.

The new 44th Edition of the IATA's Transport regulations is applicable as from 1 January 2003. However,
lithium cells and batteries that were manufactured before that date and that have not been tested in
accordance with the (new) UN Manual may be transported until 31 December 2004 without retesting. Such a
«grandfather clause» provides a time relief for the retesting of «old» products. The testing of the products
developed after 1 January 2003, however, must be made according to the new UN Manual and the Class
assignment rules based on lithium content are, since 1 January 2003, the ones of the new UN Model
Regulations

The 2003 Edition of the ADR is applicable as from 1 January 2003. However, the previous Edition can still be
used until 30 June 2003.

The new Edition of the maritime IMDG Code is applicable as from 1 January 2003. Similarly to the ADR,
there is a transition period during which both the new and previous Editions are applicable; After 1 January
2004, only the new edition will be valid.

The US RSPA-DOT Code of Federal Regulations 49 is applicable as of October 1, 2002.

13. What is the impact of these transport regulation changes on Saft lithium products ?

Because of the changes concerning the maximum admissible lithium content, several primary Saft
cell/battery types that contain more than 1/2 grams of lithium and were previously «non-restricted to
transport », will become «assigned to Class 9».

The following Saft cell types have been retested according to the amended UN Manual and, based on their
lithium metal or equivalent lithium metal content, have been assigned to the following transport categories: 
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TABLE 2 – Saft LS/LSH/LO/LM/MP series status versus the new transport regulations

Individual cells 
and single cells batteries

remaining  
non-restricted for transport

Individual cells  
becoming 

restricted to transport

Individual cells  
staying 

restricted for transport

Cells

LS14250/14250C
LS 14500/14500C
LS 17500
LST 14250/14500/17330
LSH 26180
LSH 14 «light»
PS 30/31A
G 04/06/32/36
LO 34 SX
LM 2032/2430/2450
LM 14250/17130/22150
LM 17440
MP 144350/174865

LS 26500
LS 33600

LS 33600C
MP 176065

LSH 14/20
G 20/33/52/54/62
LO 25SX/26SX/35SX
LO 26SHX/29SHX/30SHX/
LO 39SHX/40SHX/43SHX
LM 26500/26600/33600

Batteries 1S1P MP 144350
1S1P MP 174865
1S1P MP 176065

Many battery pack types featuring the above cells have been or are in the process of being retested according
to the amended UN Manual. Transport assignment information is available from Saft local representatives. 

14. What must be done to be compliant with the new transport regulations ?

It is the responsibility of those who ship a new lithium cell or battery type (or one changed in a manner that
could affect the test results) to make sure that testing according to applicable UN Manual of tests and criteria
(+ the testing of the packaging itself) has been properly performed before first transport.

Cell and battery testing can be performed by the one that manufactured the shipped product or by a
subcontracted test laboratory. The outcome of the tests is an official statement about the transport category
to which the tested product belongs.

 Saft offers testing if specific lithium batteries according to the new UN manual of tests and
criteria. Contact your local Saft representative to discuss sample size, testing procedure,
scheduling and cost.

 Violations of transport regulations are subject to fines.
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_________________________________________________________________________________

The above information is given in good faith for information purposes.
It does not dispense from the careful reading and application of the official transport documents issued by

the bodies having authorities for transport on a national, regional or international basis.

In case of need for more information, please contact your local Saft representative
or visit Saft's web site at  http://www.saftbatteries.com

_________________________________________________________________________________

http://saftbatteries.fr/
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